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             Leading supplier of commercial dishwashers

        We help commercial kitchens turn ware washing from costly & wasteful to profitable & sustainable.

We call it Pure Performance.

        
                
                    Contact us →
                

                
                    Explore Products →
                
        

            
                
                    Since 1987, Nordisk Clean Solutions has been on a journey contributing to save the planet, one drop at a time.

                

                
                    The more kitchens converted, the more drops saved. Your choice matters. Choose Pure Performance.
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Estimated water-saving made by our collective customer base, by switching from manual pot washing to Granule technology from Nor:disk (m3).
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            Reduce water

            By using water smartly, our commercial dishwashers reduce the total volume used in the washing process and lower the overall consumption in the pot wash area by on average 70%, compared to manual pot washing.
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            Reduce energy

            By smart use of hot water and utilizing efficient heat recovery systems, Nor:disk industrial dishwashers use less energy for heating incoming water, leading to overall lower energy consumption.
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            Reduce chemicals

            The blasting force of our commercial dishwashers replaces the need for chemicals as cleaning agents - only a tiny amount is needed to efficiently remove grease and fat.
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            Reduce time

            Spend less of your time washing pots. Get more done in less time with hourly capacities ranging up to 192 GN 1/1. Use your time saved for more rewarding and revenue-generating tasks around your kitchen.

        

    

        




        
            

            

            
                PLAY -  00:01:34  ▸

            

        


    
        How it works

        
            Cleaning your pots and pans with commercial dishwashers from Nor:disk will strip away all unnecessary use of resources and manual steps that are normally needed for industrial dishwashing. Watch this short video to see how it’s done.
        

    

        


    
        
            
                        
                            

                                X2 Master

                                    
                                        X2 Master differs from the Nor:disk Granule range, as it operates on water only. X2 fits kitchens preparing up to 250 meals per serving and will wash all your dirty dishes from prep, cook, and serv...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Smart+

                                    
                                        Granule Smart+ is a front-loading model that fits operations ranging from 200 to 1,800 meals per day (depending on if used as all-in-one dish and pot washer (200 meals) or dedicated pot washer (180...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Combi

                                    
                                        Granule Combi is a commercial passthrough dishwasher that fits kitchens preparing and serving from 200 to 1,800 meals per day (depending on if used as all-in-one dish and pot washer (200 meals) or ...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Maxi Pro

                                    
                                        Granule Maxi Pro is a front-loaded granule ware washer that suits operations ranging from 800 up to 4000 meals per day, and is available in three different editions: Compact, Flow, and FreeFlow. Ea...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Flexi

                                    
                                        Granule Flexi is a front-loaded granule ware washer that fits operations ranging between 300 and 600 meals per day and is available in two different editions. Each edition comes with carefully sele...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Smart

                                    
                                        Granule Smart is a front-loaded granule ware washer that suits operations ranging from 500 to 1,500 meals per day. It's a high-performer for its size and fits in less than 1 sqm. Available in four ...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Granule Gastro

                                    
                                        Granule Gastro is a high-performing pass-through granule ware washer that suits GN-based operations ranging from 500 to 1,500 meals per day. Comes with a careful selection of standard accessories a...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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    Meet X2 Master

    X2 Master truly gives perfectly clean and sanitized wash results so that focus can be on what the restaurant business is all about: cooking and serving delicious, nutritious food. Curious about the new X2 Master?


    
        Read more about X2 here →
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    Kitchenware with pride

    Washing is about more than just cleaning. It's about caring. For the food you cook, the people you serve - but also, for the people you employ.

With Nor:disk commercial dishwashers you can be kind to the environment, serve healthy and safe food, and run a lean and fluent operation with happy and thriving staff eager to spend many more years working for you.

Hello, organization and flow - goodbye to staff retention problems.


    
        Explore our commercial dishwashers →
    



        
    
        
            

    
        
            ”

            
                My chefs love it! Utensils are clean and dry, ready to use immediately. Granuldisk improves our efficiency and reduces our environmental footprint.
            

             Lucas GLANVILLE - Director of Culinary Operations, Grand Hyatt Singapore
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                    Read full story →
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            ”

            
                I was very impressed the first time I heard about Granuldisk from Nor:disk. This is a technology and a solution that all kitchens should have, especially big hotels, restaurants, and catering companies.
            

             Mr. Roland Holzer - Executive Chef, Kempinski Budapest
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                    Read full story →
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                                Dishwashers for supermarkets and deli kitchens | Nor:disk

                                    
                                        If your supermarket has a kitchen offering customers quality meals to take away, you know that hygiene is paramount, while householding resources and efficiency are crucial for revenue. Our solutio...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Dishwashers for Hospitals and Nursing Homes | Nor:disk

                                    
                                        Protecting people at their most vulnerable is always a priority. Our pot washers help ensure the highest food-safety standards from the very beginning of the production chain.
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Dishwashers for Schools & Catering in Education | Nor:disk

                                    
                                        Taking care of our future generations is one of the most important jobs in the world. Our solutions can free up more time to focus on flavour and nutrition while protecting the health of your stude...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                Commercial dishwashers for cruise ships | Nor:disk

                                    
                                        Marine and offshore workers spend days, weeks, and sometimes months in an isolated environment, and any infections risk spreading quickly. Cleanliness and efficiency are key and Nor:disk solutions ...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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            Find out what you could save!

            
                Tell us about your current setup, and find out what you could save with a commercial dishwasher from Nor:disk!
            


            
                1. Number of hot meals prepared per day


                
                    

                

                
                    

                    
                


                2. Number of operational days per year


                
                    
                

                
                    
                    
                


                3. How do you wash your pots and pans today?

                

                    
                        
                        

                        
                            We wash all pots and pans manually
                        
                    


                


                

                    
                        
                        

                        
                            We pre-wash and then sanitize in dishwasher
                        
                    



                

            


        

        
            
                Calculate my savings →
            
        



    

    
        
            By switching to a Nor:disk solution you could

            
                
                    
                        Reduce your consumption of water, energy, and chemicals by up to:

                    

                    
                        
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        ... and spend less time pot washing, with an expected annual time-saving of:

                    

                    
                        
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            Looks promising! Contact us for a more detailed evaluation of your potential savings, based on your unique parameters.

            
                
                    Book a business evaluation
                    →
                
                
                    Calculate again
                    →
                
            

            
                Calculations are based on consumption measurements made on pot washing in sinks, and an average calculated from various water-based pot washing brands. These figures should only be considered as indications on potential savings.
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    Want to see it live?

    At Nor:disk, we’re proud of our performance. We want you to be able to experience it first-hand and see all the benefits that our dishwashers provide. Meet us in a local showroom, reference kitchen, or join us via live stream and we will talk you through our technology, and what it can do for you.


    
        Book a demo →
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    Check out our new financing concept Save Per Use

    Save Per Use is the name of our new convenient, easy, and secure way to finance your Nor:disk commercial dishwasher. One price - all-inclusive!


    
        Read more about Save Per Use →
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                                        X2 Master differs from the Nor:disk Granule range, as it operates on water only. X2 fits kitchens preparing up to 250 meals per serving and will wash all your dirty dishes from prep, cook, and serv...
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                                Granule Combi

                                    
                                        Granule Combi is a commercial passthrough dishwasher that fits kitchens preparing and serving from 200 to 1,800 meals per day (depending on if used as all-in-one dish and pot washer (200 meals) or ...
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                                Granule Maxi Pro

                                    
                                        Granule Maxi Pro is a front-loaded granule ware washer that suits operations ranging from 800 up to 4000 meals per day, and is available in three different editions: Compact, Flow, and FreeFlow. Ea...
                                    

                            
                                Find out more →
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                                        Granule Flexi is a front-loaded granule ware washer that fits operations ranging between 300 and 600 meals per day and is available in two different editions. Each edition comes with carefully sele...
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                                        Granule Smart is a front-loaded granule ware washer that suits operations ranging from 500 to 1,500 meals per day. It's a high-performer for its size and fits in less than 1 sqm. Available in four ...
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                                        Granule Gastro is a high-performing pass-through granule ware washer that suits GN-based operations ranging from 500 to 1,500 meals per day. Comes with a careful selection of standard accessories a...
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                Contact us →
            
   
    

    
    
        
        




            
                
                    Browser Warning

                    

                    
This browser is not supported, please download Chrome or Firefox


                    

                    
                        Close →
                    

                

            


        




    
        
            
                
                    
                        Nordisk Clean Solutions


                        Jägershillgatan 13 

                        SE-213 75

                        Malmö

                        Sweden

                            Tel :  +46 40 671 5060


                        
                            email: info@nordiskclean.com
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            I agree that Nor:disk collects and stores my personal information, to be used to provide me with answers to my question or feedback. I am aware that I can withdraw my approval at any time by contacting Nor:disk in accordance with the text on Data Protection.
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